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STREETS. 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap Details: UPDATE!

BADEST RECORDS JUST SIGNED A DEAL WITH FEARLESS SOLDIERS RECORDS AND HAS

RELEASED CD NUMBER THREE TITLED "TRAV CRADLE" "MY TRUE IDENTITY" CONSISTING OF

12 HOT ONES PRODUCED BY TRAV CRADLE AKA DIXIE AKA NOTTIE DREAD. THE CD SHOULD

HAVE BEEN TITLED "THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS" MEANING DANCE HALL AND HIP HOP. BUT

TRAV CRADLE DECIDED TO SELF TITLE THE NEW ALBUM. TRAV CRADLE PRODUCES HIP HOP

AND DANCE HALL MUSIC. THE PRODUCER/ARTIST IS FOCUSING ON THAT OTHER SIDE AFTER

BEING IN THE JAMAICA WORLD FOR SO LONG. Spring Valley New York. - B.a.d.e.s.t Records an

Independent Record Label. Trav Cradle the label owner and Albums executive Producer felt a

responsibility to produce music that was good and different, and music that can add to any lyrical

performance. "I love hip hop" I'm looking for some really good rappers and singers. The CD contains 16

tracks of blazing hip hop tracks that can also be used for R&B music. Get your copy of this music and

record three of these tracks and send your demo to me and I will personally get your demo to people I

know in the music industry who are looking for new talent in the industry. The record label is working on

the GHETTO Revenge II and just released "TRAV CRADLE MY TRUE IDENTITY" which will feature Trav

Cradle, and artist like Indica who has a rap style like little Kim and is hot with lyrics and other artist.

Before. Adam. Darkness. Exsisted. Systematically. Together. BADEST! The record label produces Hip

Hop with Midi Instruments. Badest Records works as an A&R Record label looking for new acts to sign.

Badest Records sends music to different record labels looking for new talent. Badest Records will

develope artist's so that when they do send out press kits to record labels they will have a well produced
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demo that will not go unoticed. So far we have landed publishing deals for our artist. Currently we have

publishing deals with dsm producers, Artist: Travis Cradle Composer: Travis Cradle (BMI) Published

World Wide by Decidely Superior Music, Administered World Wide except USA by: Warner-Tammerlane

Publishing Corp: (BMI) Our goal is to find new talent and market that talent to the major players like

Roca-fella Records, Muder Inc, Def Jams, Bad Boy Records, No Limit, Cash Money, and Ruff Ryders.

Artist are encouraged to record three of these tracks. Send the demo to 22 Stevens Lane, Tuxedo NY

10987 put your name and address on both the cd or tape packaging and also the CD or tape and send a

brief bio and Travis Cradle will get back to you as soon as possible. Keep your head up and keep writing

and also keep sending those demos out. Just wanted to add that badest music is currently working on

some new material for 2007. looking for people who are original and can work hard for something that

they want. The music business is not easy and every one that has worked in this business can tell about

what they had to go through to get where they are in this business. If you are serious about your career

please send me a demo tape to 22 Stevens Lane, Tuxedo NY 10987 Please send a tape with at least

three songs and bio and please send music that is original and please send no samples of other peoples

music keep it real be original!
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